
II r. Kent Carroll 
Carroll & Graf 
260 Fifth Avenue 
New York, NY 10001 

Dear Mr. Carroll, 

In recent days I've received accounts of what you are about to publishirgthe book 

the title Alone of which is damaging to a number of people your author, Harry Living-

stone, imagines have conspired against him and worse. In your own words, quoted in Pub-

lishers Weekly, we are allegedly "furthering the conspiracy" to kill the President. You 

personally then charge me with at the leant being an accessory after the fact of that 

terrible crime. I did not know whether this is real or puffery but the accounts I've 

gotten, admittedly hearsay, of what the book says along with still new threats by your 

author that were sent me and I received yesterday have me deeply concerned.' 

With the clear threat in the published interview I got.only yesterday I have to be 

concerned about being killed. His words, along with the other spurious and I:ssure you 

I believe maliCious allegations of assassination involvement are " will pay for it.'' 

I am aware that this can be ambiguOus but my knowledge ofeyour author leads me to be-

lii7tre that he continues to be the menace I believe he had become more than a half-year 

ago. This involves the state of my health, not that I think he will kill me. But then 

there is also his clear irrationality I believe cannot be entirely unknown to you, so 

who can tell. 

Yesterday, sitting and reading a hardback commercialization and exploitation of the 

assassination, the book merely slipped. In that simple act that others would not even 

botiue the skin on my forearm peeled back. My skin alone is so friable that from my 

acmental rubbing mr. nose in my sleep it peeled pack on my right forearm anliFinch in 
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one direction and two inches iqthe other dmrection.' Merelgrazing against the mtkexx 

doorknob En with the other forearm as I walked out of my small. office, and I can walk 

only slowly, I did the same thing to it. In all in recent weeks I have had as many as 

eight complete or hqlves of 3x3 sui,j_cal compresses on both arms to cover recent such 

injuries or those that had clotted, the latter for mechanical protection. I have my 

blood tested thrice weekly so the clotting time can be monitored carefully because of 

the inherent 'anger of the medication that keeps no alive and causes the skin condition 

I refer to. The adhesive tape that holds the patch on afi_er the needle is removed causes 

subcutaneous) hemorrhaging. The merest contact with anything also does, as anyone who 

has seen me in recent years can tell you. 

;Side from other quite serious medical conditions what I tell you above means that 

the merest push can kill me, And I know your author to be capable of violence. 

I do not know whether when you decided to publish what you cannot have submitted 

to any competent peer review, not asked me anything at all about, you considered what 

those of us you clearly indicate you know are going to be severely damaged by your 
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pub;ication will or may do to protect ourselves from those charges that I assure you 

without any gee1ifications at all are 100 percent fictitious and made up out of nothing 
!IA ,Leerie, 

at all as they relate to me and from what know of the others. With them I have hadilee 
A 

or Iggie contact, despitqWhat is reflected in carry's letters and froe ll he says is 

in the booK you are about to publish. 

Have you adked raurself what I should do? should I be silent and give them validity 

thereby? Or should I respond and with the response I can make perhaps ruin your book and 

his reputation? 

Depeite what you may have been told and perhaps believe, I have never once said a 

word to now in public about Harry's previous books and in private have said very little 

and then almost iocri. in defense of his absolutely cevy allegations. 

Of course I'll have to respond. I will not allow one-thine to besmirch my name or 

malign my work. 

What then? Can youWaure me that he will not come here, despite being told never 

to do that again? 

Uith the conditibn of my heart after the heart eurgety of 1e8e,his coming alone can 

have the most serious consequences. I can only wonder what reading publication of the 

most venomous and entirely baseless allegations he has alroac made and has been told 

are false will do. 

Hy present cormrn comes from the published interview I got in yesterday's mail. 

I  do not know when it was but it begins with a dma damaging and ffalse and utterly baseless 

quotation from the book. Aside from a variety of the ugliest descriptives he does say, 

"accessories after the fact" of us "::hey will pay for it." And this after whatever you 

cut out. 1 e also says he will publish that himself and then has another book to do from 

what he said earlier for you. 

I am, I believe, an innocent party in' this situation for which I also believe you 

are responsible. 

Do not eisunderstand this to be any kind of threat. I have never lived that way. Hy 

only acts of violence in 80 years were as a soldier in World War II. I was a andian pro- / 
bably before you were born and I cannot remember ever making a direct threat. Perhaps the 

FBI took some of FOIA affidavits that way when I alleged and provejits perjury but there 

Was nothing I could do other than make the record and it was no threat. 

If I wanted to *e I cannot threaten you in any way. I am not up to a lawsuit although 

I am without doubt that the malice line has been 99ssed repeatedly-and not wits) me alone. 

I can walk a single flight of steers only with difficulty and ceetiderable fatigue. I may 

not lift mon. than 15 pounds. There is no threat I can or do make. 

As you can see, I cannot even face the typewriter when I type because I must keep 

my le elevated when I am not walking. I can walk slowly for about five minutes. 
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E am not threatening you but I am informing you. Is the lawyerSword making you 

witting? There are others. I have not spoken to then. I do not know what they will do, 

if anything.' I do knou thathne who has read the book has counselled another to get a 

good lawyer. Hearsay, of course, but I believe it from the Barry's letters I have and 

what know he has said that was rec4rded on answering machines.' 

Because you have not done what I  believe personal and peofessional responsibility 

required, made an effort to learn the truth, I tell you a few things you woad have 

learned. 

Yes, I know Harry says he submitted each chapter to others to read but those others 

are his fans and are as ignoranit of the fact of the subject and his accusations as he is.' 

That is not even a pretense of a peer review. l'ou could not have made any authentic peer 

review without my knowing it there are so few capable of it and I know them all. 

Harry first began to suspect that I conspired against him when, after I refused any 

comment on his first book, including to tte Baltimore Sun, he pushed me for a comment on 

it. I evaded even to him by asking ehem why would anyone run the risk of faking picture& 

or X-rays of the assassination to wind up with film tha.Weutterey destroys the only pur-

pose of such fneeng? The questiT is a fact end I published the official documents prov-

ing it in facsimile, adding sirpification evelone in the world, including children who 

write me about it, understand clearly and he says he cannot.If you want eeroxes I'll ply& 

send them. 

Be was so upset about thatlhat he was going to eliminate my books from his second's 

bibliography. The cop he calls his chiT investigator chided him for that so he did not 

exclude them. 

After his second book was out, the book so dependant upon the back of the President's 

head having been blown outs  he phoned. He did not tell me he vas working oh the coming 

book. Instead ho lied. fie told me he was waking on a documentary with people in New York. 

He had, incredibly, after two books, never studied the Zapruder film.He told me he was 

going to the Archives and wanted to know what to study. I told him he aould not like it. 

He persisted and I told him to project the slides that follow those published by the 

commission, nine that it had omitted that it should have published. 'le asked me what that 

would show. I told him that not only was the kelai back of the head intact, there was no 

sign of blood on it or on the shirt collar below it that is clear4visible. Ho phoned 

me three weeks later to tell me I wee right and that he was fad to know he had been wrong. 

That did not last long in his sick head. It soon came out of that head that the film 

had been doctored, In response I wrote him ieL detail how that was impossible for the ori- 

ginal. But to your prise prtperty what is real is not 	whatis real but what he wants 

to be real. And than I became part of his two imagined conspiracies. 

His imagined conspiracy to kill is what he was fed by Texans who had their own 
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0e4ectives, two of them having been fired by the sans of H.L.Hunt as common theives. 

When I told Harry that was the fake made up by the Feench CIA that I had exposed he 

refused to believe it. fib asked instead "what is wring with it?"It was a job by SDECE 

that Uarrison went for and when I proved it was a fake at his equest relayed by his chief 

investigator, a regular hew Orleans police detective, I took a copy he gave me to Hunt's 

chief of security, Raul Rothermel, Jr. When I  phoned Rothermel from Garrison's office 

he told no there would be a ticket awaiting me, a chauffeur at the statue of the Texas 

ranger at &eve field and a paid-for hotel room. I accepted the ticket instead of Gar- 
1, +e-leI 

risen paying for it and not another single thing. Not even a paperclip. Liter, after 

he was fired, I accepted a single drink from Rothermel. That is the "help" I gave Harry's 
111  

imagined conspirators. t_ 1714. 	
t 

 

No,thereisolhieelse. Te protect the old man knt from the many extremists 

who tent to him for money Rothermelp asked me about some so hed have a means of pro-

tecting the old man from what they might do with his money. I have files on this, un-

der the names of those groups, perhaps some filed Rothermel.I never asked for any kind 

of payment but I think once he didesend me $50. 

And thus I ele am made into a part of the conspiracy to kill  and as an accessory. 

There is not another thing of any kind. And if yo46ant to check on my refusal to 

speak of the book to the Dun, the reporter was Henry Scarupa. The Sun bought up many 

contracts when it reduced staff. If he is no longer there he lived in Columbia, 2d. and 

should be in the phone book.' 

In one of his letters I was given Harry asks whir George Lardner, the Washington 

Post's subject expert,trunts me. Tae simplest reason is that for 25 years he has known 

he can and has never had a kickback including from the House assassins committee. If you 

do not know of this long relationship, it is real. We dieiagree on much, I do not want 

you to be under any misapprehension about thategut just suppose that he is asked to 

review the book for the Post. Or to do a story on it. He sees all those things about me 

and ha has known and trusted me for 25 years? Have you thought about that and what it 

can mean. Lardner knows I make my files available to all, including Harry and his cop 

who it happens robbed me for 'Afton when he was here for harry. But just suppose he comas 

and copies whatever he wants from those files, including of liarry'll imagined atrocities 

and various threats? 

Or, suppose that I decide to invitept the press in for an independent, unsupervised 

examination next to our copier? 

Harry has seen to it that I  k4oU what I can expect. But until I see what is pub-

lished I do not know what to expect.' 

Until then I can't know what I night do or want to do. But I do assure you that 

py reputation and that of my work I will deBend, with what vigor I noli am cabala of. 

Ythu do not knee me and I recignize that you have, in my opinion, some probleme. 

h" • 	I " • 



So you will not have to depend on my word I enclose the pages of Post Mortem on which 

I reproduce the pages of the Clark panel report on the official reading of the autopsy 

film Harry insists he cannot understand, the beginning of his imaginingathat I conspire 

against him. I have highlighted on my page 592 what disproves the ..kport and more and 

you can decide for yourself whether as I have letters from him saying, it is incomprehen-

sible. Then on page 590 what I have highlighted and believed ∎s as so pbvious I did not 

annotate it, there io thc00  ditional fragment i(f the back of the head. Do you think JFK 

was born with metal in his head? 
04 a.7-1 ,. nt 

f amn ellso eneiooe a xerox; 	le ack of the head some time a.Cter the fatal shot. 

You can see only that it is of even black density. I rzalize that may not satisfy you. 

You can see what this was copied from on a VCR, the PBS broadcast of that excellent 

version of the Zapruder film. If you cannot or do not want to take the time on your 

promise of its return I'll send you the color print. But relatively slight enlargements 

from VCR tapes introduces many rectanfes, like photoengraving dots, so it is not 100 

clear to one inclined to question. I thi4 however, it is clear enough to satisfy you 

that the back of the hecid is intact and that there is no,blood visible anywhere. 

Something else just came to mind. Before he published hds first book Harry asked me 

to give several chapters a critical reading. They were his treatment of the medical evi- 

dence. That was the first ti,e I had seen a computer printout. The pages were not detached 

and knowing nothing I kept them that way. Not knouirfwhethsr ho wanted no marks made I 

made noble. Instead I affited paperclips where there wag what I wanted to call to his 

attention. He later phoned me, he said from Canada, and I went over that with him. He 

muds no changes. I asked him why he put me to all that time and trouble for nothing. His 

exp rlanation was that he phoned me fro* phone booth and could make no notes! I still 

have that. 

you beginning to see what I could have done to you, your book and your author 

if I had wanted to? Or how I could have helped the sales of my °Aril I had? Is that 

what in your opinion (his is less than worhilless) makes me an accessory in the assassination? 

I really hate to have taken this time At I think my own interest, really my safety if 

not my life require it. I hate to have taken this time from annotation of the most intendedly 

and professional
I 
 tiishonest book on the subject I am annotating for history. If you do not 

,  
want to keep secret when your book will appear I would like to knew so I can clear all  

else for annotating it. 

I repeat because I think it serves all interests, you are welcome to go overt and to 

copy my files on this. 

I am sorry my typing cannot be any better. 

SincerelY,1:11ZfetfullY, 

410--t-i° 

Harold Weisberg 



1968 PANEL MIN OP PRLTOCRAPH
S, X-RAY FII,h5, DOCUMENTS 

AND OTHER EVIDENCE PERTAINING
 TO THE FATAL WOUNDING OF 

PRESIDEHT JOTS F. KENNEDY CM 
NOVEMEER 22, 1963 IN DALLAS,T

EXAS 

At the request of The Honorab
le Ramsey Clark, Attorney 

General of the United States,
 four physicians (hereafter s

ometimes 

referred to as The Panel) mec
 in Washington, D. C. on Febr

uary 26 

and 27 to examine various pho
tographs, X-ray films, docume

nts and 

other evidence pertaining to 
the denth of President Kenned

y, and 

to evaluate their significanc
e in relation to the medical 

conclusions 

recorded in the Autopsy Repor
t on the body of President Ke

nnedy 

signed by Ccumander J. J. Hum
es, Medical Corps, United Sta

tes Navy, 

Commander J. Thornton Roni;
n11, Medical Corps, United St

ates Navy and 

Lieutenant Colonel Pierre A. 
Finck, Medical Corps, United 

States 

Army and in the Supplemental 
Report signed by Commander Hu

mes. 

These appear in the Warren Co
mmission Report at pages 538 

to 545. 

The four physicians constitu
ting The Panel were: 

(1) Carnes, William
 H., M.D., Professor of Patho

logy, University 

of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah
, Member of Medical Examiner'

s 

Commission, State of Utah, no
minated by Dr. J. E, Wallace 

Sterling, Presidont of Stanfo
rd University. 

(2) Fisher, Russell
 S., M.D., Professor of Fore

nsic Pathology, 

University o: Maryland, and C
hief Medical Examiner of the 

State of Maryland, Baltimore,
 Maryland, nominated by 

Dr. Oscar B. Hunter, Jr., Pre
sident of the College of. 

American Pn;hologists. 

This is the 1968 panel report 
released by Ramsey Clark in 

January 1969 to heed off 

Jim Garriuon'a efforts to have the 
pictures and s-rays produced in

 court at the trial 

of Clay lines. See pp. 155ff
. for extensive analysis. 

Note the penal includes among 
its resvonsibilities to evalua

te the photographic 

materials in relation to the "m
edical conclusions" of Num.'s' 

Sup;lenental deport. 

This the panel fails to do. 
The Supplemental Haport Is 

never again mentioned in this 

panel report. 
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(3) Morga 

of Me 

of Hy 

Balti 

Presi 

(4) Moril 

Westt 

Prof( 

nomit 

S tat( 

Bruce from 

nominated by 0 

thereafter rey 

to The Panel v. 

exhibits and 

report. 

No one of 

prior investig 

acted with come 

vices as to th 

the 1963 Autop 

The Autop 

entire body of 
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Examination of the Clothing 

Suit Coat (CE 393) A ragged oval hol
e about IS mm. long 

(vertically) ie located 5 cm. to the 
right of the midline in the 

back -of the coat at a Point about 12 
cm. below the upper edge of 

the coat collar. A smaller ragged ho
le which is located near the 

midline and about 4 cm. below the upp
er edge of the collar does not 

overlie any corresponding damage to t
he shirt or skin and appears 

to be unrelated to the wounds or thei
r causation. 

In describing the all too few x-rays of
 the "neck region" the panel demolishes

 the 

,:urree Report and the integrity of the 
autopsy ductors' testimony. Fluxes had s

worn 

there were 12 metallic fraei..ente in th
e neck visible on the x-rays (2K361). 39

9 is 

clearly unfrapweutad, yet it 	
to have caused the neck wounds for the C

ommission'a 

case to survive. Thus, the panel's stat
ement that "several small metallic frag

ments 

at.: present" ice the nee;: retion, altho
ujh lacking the detail and erecisioa that

 might 

be ewpeoted from ouch eminen
cea, is !sufficient to prove that the Re

port and the autop-

my findiAlga on which it was haeed are i
rreversibly wrong. 

Neck Eeeiont  ?time #8. 9 and 10 allowed visual
ization of the 

lower neck. Subcutaneous emphysema i
s present just to the right 

of the cervical spine immediately abo
ve the apex of the right lung. 

Also several small metallic fragments
 are present in this region. 

There is no evidence of fracture of e
ither scapula or of the 

clavicles, or of the ribs or of any o
f the cervical and thoracic 

vertebrae, 

The foregoing observations Indicate t
hat the pathway of the 

projectile involving the neck was con
fined to a region to the 

right of the spine and superior to a 
plane passing through the 

upper margin of the right acapula, th
e apex of the right lung.and 

the right clavicle. Any other pathwa
y would have almost certainly 

fractured one or more bones of the ri
ght shoulder girdle and thorax. 

Ocher Reelons Studle': No bullets or
 fragments of bullets 

are demonstrated in X-rayed portions 
of the body other than those 

described above. On film #13, a smal
l round opaque structure, a 

little more than 1 mm. in diameter, i
s visible just to the right of 

the midline at the level of the first
 sacral segment of the spine. 

Its smooth characteristics are not si
milar to those of the projectile 

fragments seen in the X-rays of the s
kull and neck. 

Shirt (CE 394) A ra 

and corresponding to the 

located 2.5 cm. to the : 

shirt at a point 14 cm. 

linear holes 15 race. lore 

front of the shirt in a 

the knot of the neck ti. 

Tie (CE 395) In the 

the outer layer of fabr 

diameter is located 2.5 

to the left of the midl 

The information di: 

foregoing exhibits by t 

following conclusions: 

The decedent was we 

his body from behind. 

One bullet struck 

the external occipital 

that he was leaning fo 

left when this bullet 

that it came from a si 

bullet fragmented site 

it passing forward anc 

of the right side of I 

The panel does not explain -Ow 

shirt cannot accurately be duct 

tt this point. and, as the rho 

they sere of eignificantly var, 

considerably longer than the e 

have accurately weeaured both 
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The foregoing observa 

was struck from behind by 

occipital region 25 ram. to 

above the external occipit 

fragmented on entering the 

of fine metallic debris at 

explosively fracture the I 

emerged from the head. 

In addition to the fr 

no evidence of projectile 

or in the right cerebral 1 

passing through the floor 

Also, although the fracto 

of the midline and into t 

skull, no bony defect suc 

entering or leaving the h 

of the midline or in the 

reasonable to postulate t 

in a direction other than 

Of further note, whr 

presented to The Panel, i 

regions by what appears 1 

on film 02, a pair of cor 

the film, Neither of th, 

interpretation of the fi 

The panel's 	setnAktArcou  

must hpve wounded the hessl from t 
left side of the head could be di 
such as a frangible bullet striki 

impact. 
Note also the report of heat 

was also mentioned by Humes and f 
a description of precisely what  7 

no way of knowing whether this de 

evidence. 

anteriorly and superiorly. None can be visualized on the left side 

of the brain and none below a horizontal plane through the floor 

of the anterior fosse of the skull. 

On one of the lateral films of the skull (02), a hole 

measuring approximately 8 mm. in diameter on the outer surface of 

the skull and as much as 20 mm. on the internal surface can be seen 

in profile approximately 100 mm. above the external occipital 

protuberance. The bone of the lower edge of the hole is depressed. 

Also there is, embedded in the outer table of the skull close to 

the lower edge of the hole, a large metallic fragment which on the • 

antero-posterior film (01) lies 25 mm. to the right of the midline. 

This fragment as seen in the latter film is round and measures 

6.5 mm. in diameter. Immediately adjacent to the hole on the 

internal surface of the skull, there is localized elevation of the 

soft tissues. Small fragments of bone lie within portions of these 

tissues and within the hole itself. These changes are consistent 

with en entrance wound of the skull produced by a bullet similar 

to that of exhibit CE 399. 

The metallic fragments visualized within the right cerebral 

hemisphere fall into two groups. One group consists of relatively 

large fragments, more or less randomly distributed. The second 

group consists of finely divided fragments, distributed in a 

postero-anterior direction in a region 45 mm. long and 8 mm. wide. 

As seen on lateral film #2 this formation overlies the position of 

the corneal suture; its long axis if extended posteriorly passes 
through the above-mentioned hole, It appears to end anteriorly 

immediately below the badly fragmented frontal and parietal bones 

just anterior to the resisn of the coronal suture. 

IgTer:TY:arn that the entrance wound in the head, never measured by the autopsy doctors 

who preferred to locate it merely as "slightly above" the occipital protuberance, was 

actually 100 mm, above that point. No silly millimeter here. That is 4 inches higher 

than the autopsy doctors made out, putting the wound high on the back of the President's 

head instead of near the hairline as the doctors swore to and depicted on drawings. 

This is how the panel "supported" the autopsy report. 
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